Be going to: exercise 5 - negative questions
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Exercise 5

Use these jumbled words to make negative questions.

Example:
you | drive | are | anymore | to | going | not
Are you not going to drive anymore?

could | he | telephone | to | police | going | is | the
...........................................................................................................................?

close | you | to | aren't | manager | bank | see | going
...........................................................................................................................?

plant | they | trees | to | going | not | are | the
...........................................................................................................................?

could | tennis | you | to | are | going | play | tomorrow
...........................................................................................................................?

Simon | for | job | look | to | a | going | isn't | new
...........................................................................................................................?

a | give | to | going | her | to | aren't | present | you
...........................................................................................................................?

Jones | smoking | not | going | to | stop | is | Mr.
...........................................................................................................................?

learn | to | German | brothers | going | aren't | your
...........................................................................................................................?